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A. Accommodation, venue and participants 

ICF development training camp took place in Nakkhon Nayok, Thailand. 
Accommodation, breakfast, lunch and dinner were made 10min driving distance from the 
venue. In the accommodation, the owner was very nicely and helping TIP group during 
the week.   

 
The group was made of 9 athletes as 4 girls and 5 boys from 4 different countries 

(average age 18)  
The group was split in 2 parts: 

• Beginners (coach: Sherry Wei-Han-TPE): SIN (1), MAC (1), THA (2) 
• Intermediates (coach: Romain Piton-FRA): SIN (1), MAS (2), THA (2) 

 
Most of athletes train only on flatwater in their countries, but they overcome the 

difficulty and practiced many basic technics. This time, they become to competitors from 
beginners. It was a good chance for them to train in Nakkhon Nayok with different levels 
of paddlers to improve the skills. 

 
 We had twice training sessions a day, almost every day. Athletes can practice more to 

improve their skills on the course of Nakkhon Nayok. 
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MAC SIN YI LOUISA CHEONG F 19/07/96 
MAS NAJIB MOHAMAD NAZRIN M 27/12/2001 
MAS MARINA MUZAFFA F 11/04/01 
THA PORNCHARUS WAMPRASERT F  
THA KANOKPORN PUKPUN F  
THA PANUWAT MASIL M  
THA PANUPONG MASIL M  
SIN LEEROY GANIISH M 25/10/99 
SIN YAN TING TOH M 12/01/02 

ICF-FRA ROMAIN  PITON M   
ICF-TPE SHERRY WEI-HAN CHEN W   

List of members (athletes and coashes) 
 

B. Coaching and equipment 

Equipment was made of personal boats for almost paddlers, except for Sin Yi Louisa 
(MAC) who borrowed a boat from the local. Thanks to RCAT, without this help the quality 
of the work would not reach the targets. 

 
Romain Piton from France, he was the first time to coach in TIP camp, collaborated with 

Sherry Wei-Han Chen from Chinese Taipei, and she was an assistant coach at last year’s 
Canoe Slalom Junior & U23 World Championships. It was a new challenge for them to 
handle on it.  

 
This time, we had the chance to split the big group in 2 smaller groups, so we work 

together for some training sessions, to share our different opinions and teaching the 
athletes more knowledge from the two coaches. We also recorded some videos with 
athletes to analyzed and discussed their training runs. It was a good time for them to 
watch their own video during the camp, because most of them didn’t have that much 
training video from the whitewater river. 

 
For the video recorded we thanks to Muzaffa Mustaffa (coach of Malaysia and also 

Marina’s father) for kind assistance.  
 

 

C. Results (Ranking) 

NATION FIRST NAME LAST NAME 
SEA 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 
THAILAND OPEN 

MAC SIN YI LOUISA CHEONG -- K1W:16 / C1W:17 
MAS NAJIB MOHAMAD NAZRIN K1M:3 K1M:6 
MAS MARINA MUZAFFA K1W:5 K1W:6 
THA PORNCHARUS WAMPRASERT K1W:6 K1W:7 / C1W:14 
THA KANOKPORN PUKPUN C1W :8 C1W:10 
THA PANUWAT MASIL C1M: 6 C1M :6 
THA PANUPONG MASIL K1M:6 K1M:9 
SIN LEEROY GANIISH K1M:9 / C1M:9 K1M:12 / C1M:18 
SIN YAN TING TOH K1M:10 / C1M:7 K1M:14 / C1M:11 

ICF-TPE WEI-HAN CHEN -- C1W :2 
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D. Global development of canoe slalom in Asia 

Thanks to the heavy work and support given by RCAT and Nicolas Noel (National coach 
for Thai team), a large part of the group already came in the last 3 years in Nakkhon 
Nayok through the EEWC program for the Open Thailand and TIP program for 2017 
Asian Championships. The global level of the group has drastically increased. It gives us 
the best hope for a fair participation at the Asian Games this year. 

 
The new generation of South Asia is growing up, we can see more athletes to 

participated in canoe slalom events. Furthermore, these athletes achieve their full sporting 
potential and become to play at a competitive level. The following Asian Games 2018 host 
by Indonesia, it will also be the highest-level event for canoe slalom for the first time in 
Southeast Asia, which is a new milestone in the history of the development of canoe 
slalom in Asia. and we still look forward more countries to join this big evet in the future.  

 
In the frame of the educational programme led by the Canoe Slalom development 

programme, athletes were introduced to 1st steps of judgement in canoe slalom and 
basics for race organisation. During the course, they understand more about the rules of 
canoe slalom, and enhance their knowledge of the rules.  

 

  
Judgement course & Video analyze 

 

 
The video link: 

TIP continental at South East Asia Championship in THAILAND 
https://www.facebook.com/Developmentofcanoe/videos/1780230965362634/ 

 


